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Introduction
In 2000, I launched a magazine called 11211 for the promotion and 
development of Williamsburg | Brooklyn. We printed 548,000 copies 
over a 6 year period (2000-2006) and distributed half of the copies in 
Brooklyn and half of the copies to Manhattan. The magazine was, 
in part, a sociological experiment with a No Editing policy. We 
printed first drafts and allowed writers, photographer and illustrators 
to promote themselves and publish their work. 11211 was printed on a 
heavyweight paper cover stock, full color, 10,000 copies, and 
anywhere from 36-72 pages were in each issue (see NYTimes).  
      In 2007, after that effort, I wanted to better understand why some 
ads worked, and why others didn’t. I got a glimpse into the answer to 
this question one morning on a telephone conversation with a 
psychologist named Helen Kramer. She wanted to hire me to help 
market her system and psychotherapy consultancy. 
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The conversation went 
like this: 

Me: “What makes your 
psychological practice 
different than the thousands of 
other psychologists in NYC?” 
She: “After treating patients 
for many years, I realized that 
the medication wasn’t working 
the way we anticipated. When 
we get mad or angry at 
something or someone, it is 
the result of a chemical 
reaction more than an 
emotional one. Chemically, our 
ability at normal, rational 
reasoning has been hijacked 
once these hormones and 
neuropeptides are released 
into our bloodstream and 
through our nervous system.  
It is the ‘fight or flight’ 
experience from our ancestors 
perceives mortal danger rather 
than just being fearful or 
upset. ”
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Introduction
In this brief telephone conversation, I realized her innovative genius. 
She basically described: 1. The entire basis for why humans still react 
in a ‘fight or flight’ manner. This has to do with the brain’s neurochemical 
functions a. to protect humans from mortal danger, and that these b. 
neurochemical reactions are very prevalent and active in us today. 2. Our 
species has NO control over these chemical releases (hormones & 
neuropeptides). Once these neurochemicals are released, they hijack our 
ability to see things clearly and utilize a rational thought process. This is 
why we often see exaggerated reactions in minor conflicts and witness 
misinterpretations of fear as an state of mortal danger.  
     Upon hearing this in 2007, I was blown away. Naturally, I was thrilled 
to have Ms. Kramer as a client. For the next 7 years, I delved deeply into 
reading hundreds of white papers on neuroscience, biology, hormones, 
peptides, and other phenomena that I’ve since applied to Ad & Brand 
Markets with remarkable success. The brain does decides what to buy 
and when, so understanding the brain is to understand marketing to it.
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Neuroscience is upending many psychological perspectives 
long-held by the dogma of psychiatrists, psychoanalysts, and 
behavioral economists. Being the most mysterious organ of the 
human body, it is only natural that the brain draws so much interest 
from so many people. For our purposes, as Ad & Brand Market 
strategists, we are interested in what fuels purchasing behavior; 
What motivates us?  What is it that actually creates happiness?  
This booklet seeks to demystify the new scientific evidence so that 
Ad & Brand Market efforts create optimal results more regularly.   
     The use of fMRI and EEG machines have revealed tremendous 
amounts of new empirical findings upending previously held 
beliefs. Among these new insights, neuropsychologists and 
neuroscientists now have the ability to physically see, with 
remarkable accuracy, human response(s) and as the brain reacts 
to external stimuli. This new perspective is a game-changer.
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The research is conducted by measuring the brain’s activity when a 
person is presented (X) with new visual, auditory, or kinesthetic 
information. fMRI machines are able to record, track and measure 
responses (Y) enabling markedly improved conclusions to be drawn.
     With the use of these machines, we gain knowledge and new 
insight which tells a new story of what makes us tick, what motivates 
us, and what ultimately makes or breaks human buying decisions. 
     This goes into some of the recent Ad & Brand work in this exciting 
new field and how it may be applied using The Culture Formula. 
These 4 are:  Branding, Design, Communication and Advertising. 
     The implications of neuroscience for the future of Ad & Brand 
Markets is that technology will match and then surpass modern 
standards through artificial intelligence (AI) ultimately leading to a 
more serious wildcard: singularity. In the meantime, there are more 
biz opportunities than ever before to obtain more clients and make 
more money. 
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95% and 90% 

Remember these conclusions are inescapable and worth repeating: 
1. 95% of the time we are operating out or our subconscious mind, 
2. 90% of the time, we are basing our decisions emotionally.

 

Subconscious Emotional

Two of the most insightful findings in the neuroscientific field are quite 
startling. In fact, they conflict with reality as we know and understand it.  
Neuroscience has conclusively revealed that 95% of the time, our day to day, 
conscious decisions happen in the subconscious first. Secondly, 90% of the 
time our decisions are made emotionally. Let that sink in for a second. 
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95% and 90%
This means when we buy a product or service, 95% of the time we 
have post-rationalized our decision consciously. 90% of the time we 
have post-rationalizing our decision emotionally. This phenomenon is 
well-known and is called “attribution.” It is applied to both psychology 
and marketing. Neuroscience is just the proof. 
     So, what can we actually derive from this information so far? One 
conclusion is the idea that VALUE, as we see it is subjective. Another 
conclusion is that there needs to be a context which helps frame the 
differences between the VALUE a janitor or the waitstaff brings to a 
restaurant experience versus the Chief Chef. 
     We can eat a fantastic dinner prepared by an amazing chef at a 
Michelin Star restaurant, but if the table is dirty and the service is 
poor, both the experience and the meal is perceived as less valuable. 
     What general conclusions can we draw from this?

1. Reality is subjective, rather than objective (meaning).
2. Perceived VALUE requires a context (context).
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5% and 10%
Until recent years, a 5-10% Return on Investment (ROI) through an Ad & 
Brand Market media spend was considered successful. This is no longer 
“great” given the new standards and findings created by Neuroscience 
since the 1990s. That 5-10% return is the precise opposite of the 
90-95% motivation behind buying decisions and is what a business could 
and should be receiving. We can better the odds.  
     More customers generally translates to more income. The trick is to get 
into the subconscious and emotional mind of the buyer. This happens by 
using emotional and subconscious triggers, rather than a rational, 
conscious approach to assist customers’ purchasing decisions.
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Arousal
Neuropeptides found in humans and mammals are extended projections of 
neurons into all areas of the brain. Studies show that certain Neuropeptides 
suppress anxiety and appetite, and others induce wakefulness and 
hyperactivity. These Arousal states additionally include hyper-sexuality. 
     Activating arousal states through neuropeptides in Ad & Brand Markets 
creates the ideal conditions for buying behavior. Arousal also plays a 
significant role in the temporary suppression of conditioned fear. 
     This begs the question - How do you create arousal?  The answer is by 
orchestrating a series of well-crafted words and compelling images 
designed to release specific neuropeptides. These messages move the 
customer decision journey from being an indifferent bystander to an active, 
loyal customer. We craft those messages to increase perceived VALUE.     
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Habits
Our habits are the key to the subconscious. The very first time you drove 
a car, you were probably fearful. The reason this experience is scary is 
because it is new and unfamiliar. For a brand new driver knowing about: 
the keys, ignition, brakes, gears, gas pedal, the dashboard’s components 
are all the conscious tasks required to know. Unfamiliar things require a 
heightened state of care and attention. This is consciousness in full swing.
    After the hundredth time you get in the car and drive, our subconscious 
has these tasks memorized — inside and out. We NO longer have to 
consciously think as much. Here is where the subconscious mind takes 
over. Driving, walking and riding a bike in time become familiar, banal and 
mundane tasks. They become automated in the subconscious.  
     The reason this happens is for mental efficiency. The subconscious 
runs more efficiently, saving both energy and bandwidth. Thought and 
thinking uses up 20% of the body’s entire caloric intake. The 
subconscious uses far fewer calories saving energy for tasks that do 
require greater focus. The subconscious tasks are our “habits.”   
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Feelings
There have been a number of technological shifts from 1900-1940s when 
industry and mass production began to dominate through logical, rational 
and conscious means. The next shift began, post WWII, from the 1940s to 
the 1980s to include emotional Ad & Brand Market methods. Most 
recently, from the 1980s to 2020s, the emotional means have been 
mastered to additionally add in many subconscious (habitual) methods.
     How customers and clients feel about a product or service is a top 
priority in influencing their purchasing decisions. The mastery of engaging 
feelings allows companies to dominate and create monopolies in Ad & 
Brand Markets. Successful companies engage their audiences by creating 
like-minded feelings as if the company had a ‘real’ personality. Feelings 
are the optimal conditions for customers’ who flirt and seek  brands that 
reflect their values and lifestyle. 
     Feelings have ruled the mental landscape in our culture for the past 120 
years. This is branding. Ask people how they “feel” about their Harley, LV 
bag, Starbucks, Google, NIKE, or their iPhone. They’ll tell you. Branding is 
even more powerful than the product or service itself. 

If any of these 
companies closed 
their factories and 
ceased production, 
would they still 
have a brand? 

http://binknyc.com/the-rest-is-history
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Feelings
What are you doing?
What could be better?
Who are you reaching?
What should they do?

How are you getting 
them to do what you 
want? 

Connect: 
bruh@SI-nyc.com 

The processing ability of the human brain is estimated at 11,000,000 
pieces of information per second. Compare that to the estimate for 
conscious processing— 40 bits per second. We take in one million 
times more information than we are able to consciously recall.
     We hear people say: “I just tune out the ads and commercials when 
I watch TV.” For a conscious and rational person, the science shows 
another truth. The ads are still being absorbed, so long as they 
appear within our earshot or eyeshot.
     Let’s remember that 95% of the time, we are living out of our 
subconscious mind, and 90% of the time, we act from our emotions.  
Ads still work as expected, regardless of whether you “tune out.” This 
is also called the “Mere-exposure effect.”
     How you feel about these sciences have no bearing on the actual 
effectiveness of Ad & Brand Markets as they exist today. The brain is 
still operating, intaking millions of bits of data, and absorbing both  
relevant and irrelevant sensory information. Ask these questions: 

http://binknyc.com/the-rest-is-history
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Connect
E    •  Bruh@si-nyc.com 
W  •  Binknyc.com
N   •  Breuk Iversen 
C   •  (718) 578-6613

“If you speak to their intellect, you’ll  
  have their ear. If you speak to their 
  heart, you’ll have their whole body.”
  

          — Breuk Iversen
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What things cost
Research (custom) 
Ad & Brand Market 
$3500 •   Tri-state Area
7500   •   North East Region
15000 •   US National 
______________________________

Services 
À la carte (call first)

1500  Video Shoot (1-3 mins.)

2500  Video Edit
3500  Edit & Shoot

--.--    Copywriting (project)
--.--    Art Direction (per hr.)
--.--    Photography (call in)

Key
Tri-state Area
North East Region
US National US 

Branding (custom)

One Sheet (11” x 17”)
3000   •   Brand—AID
4500   •   Brand—AID
7500    •   Brand—AID

Branding Guide  
28-32 page Book (10 copies) 

15000    •    Brand—ID
30000   •    Brand—ID
75000    •    Brand—ID

Brand + Design Guidelines  
64 page Book (10 copies) 

20000   •   Brand & Design—ID *
36000   •   Brand & Design—ID *
80000   •   Brand & Design—ID *

Design (custom)

Logo Design  
20 versions for various applications

1500     •    LOGO—ID
2500     •   LOGO—ID
5000     •   LOGO—ID
 

Design Guidelines  
30 page Book (10 copies)

6000    •   Corporate—ID *
8000    •   Corporate—ID *
10000  •   Corporate—ID *

*Includes: logo, icons, fonts, color,  
 texture, stationery (letterhead, envelop,  
 business cards), mailing label, packing 
 slip, invoice & estimate statement. Print Production costs are additional. 

Consultations are all inclusive.  

Branding and Commodity MMXX
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Special Thanks: (recco reading list)

Charles Duhigg (Yale, Harvard, writer, The New York Times) 
The Power of Habit - Why we Do What We Do in Life and Business

Gerald Zaltman (Harvard Business School) 
Marketing Metaphoria - What Deep Metaphors Reveal about the Minds of Consumers

Helen Kramer (Brooklyn College, The New School) 
Liberating the Adult Within - How to Be a Grown Up for Good 

BJ Fogg (Stanford University)
Persuasive Technology (Behavioral Design Lab)

Daniel Kahneman (Nobel Memorial  Prize)
Thinking, Fast and Slow

Rory Sutherland (Ogilvy.com)
ALCHEMY - The Surprising POWER of Ideas that Don’t Make Sense 

Pauline Brown (Dartmouth, Wharton, Harvard)
Aesthetic Intelligence - How to Boost It and Use It in Business and Beyond
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